Summary. This paper discusses recent evidence suggesting that genetic information from one species occasionally transfers to another remotely related species. Besides addressing the issue of whether or not the molecular data are consistent with a widespread influence of horizontal gene transfer, the paper shows that horizontal gene flow would not necessarily preclude a linear molecular clock or change the rate of molecular evolution (assuming the neutral allele theory). A pervasive influence of horizontal gene transfer is more than just consistent with the data of molecular evolution, it also provides a unique explanation for a number of possibly conflicting phylogenies and contradictory clocks. This phenomenon might explain why some protein clocks are linear while the superoxide dismutase clock is not, how the molecular data on the phylogeny of apes and Australian song birds are not necessarily in conflict with those based on morphology, and, finally, why the mycoplasmas have an accelerated molecular clock.
Introduction
I explore the formal possibility that the molecular clock may be experiencing influences that limit its genealogical utility. I refer to the possible movement of genetic information from one species to another. This process is called cross-species gene exchange,
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though what I will refer to is transfer of any nucleotide sequence from the germ line of one species to that of another. My discussion focuses on molecular evolution in animals, but it is notable that in plants, sequence convergence is so frequent that it is hard to construct phylogenies from molecular data (Peacock and Boulter 1975) . (This convergence could reflect the operation of plant hybridization mechanisms that are nonexistent or much less active in animals. Vitally mediated gene transfers may also play a role.) This paper discusses three topics: (I) possible examples of the interspecies exchange of genetic information, (2) how this exchange may influence molecular evolution and the molecular clock, and (3) the resolution of conflicts between molecular and organismal systematics, with specific examples.
Cross-Species Gene Transfer
Only a few cases of whole genes being transferred across animal species barriers have been reported. For reasons given below, I do not think these cases will turn out to be the most important. The possible transfer of parts of genes may prove to be more important. This was first suggested from an analysis of four sequenced mammalian/~-globin genes (Syvanen 1984a) where intron-mediated cross-species gene conversion events were proposed. This example is controversial because it can be argued that the conserved "silent" regions of the/3-globin gene that I documented are still conserved by functional constraint and not by the cross-species gene conversion events. This pattern of unusually highly conserved regions in the vicinity of introns has also been reported from a comparison of the 3,-globin genes from human, chimpanzee, and gorilla (Scott et al. 1984; Slightom et al. 1985) . The significance of the conserved gaps in this latter case is statistically higher than in the case of the four mammalian ~3-globins (Syvanen, unpublished calculation) . It should be pointed out that the authors who reported the 3'-globin sequences have chosen to interpret these highly conserved regions in the vicinity of the introns in a different way (Slightom et al. 1985) .
If the interpretation of cross-species gene transfer is correct in these cases, then it probably means that this process may significantly influence the molecular clock. This raises the possibility that crossspecies gene conversion events involve very short regions of coding sequences, perhaps tens of nucleotides rather than entire genes. If very short regions are transferred during each event, then we can deal with cross-species gene conversion frequencies at a given locus as a counterpoint to mutational frequencies with the final molecular clock being the sum of the two processes. This concept is implicit throughout the following discussion and it distinguishes my treatment of cross-species gene flow from earlier discussions where the unit of transfer has been the whole gene. This is an important point; earlier work that questioned a significant role of cross-species gene transfer in bacterial evolution Considered only transfer of entire genes (Ambler et al. 1979; Dickerson 1980; Woese et al. 1980) .
Other possible examples of lateral gene transfers involve the retroviruses, transposable elements, and pseudogenes. It seems quite clear that retroviruses, in the course of their evolution, have picked up host genes (Bishop 1983) . In a number of cases the viral onc gene has been shown to have a homologous prototype in the vertebrate host (Varmus 1984) . The homology per se only establishes common ancestry, but given the general distribution of the genes, there is general agreement that the host onc gene is ancestral to the viral counterpart (Varmus 1984; Bishop 1985) .
Furthermore, there is a growing number of cases indicating that a virus can contribute genetic information to a host species. In fact, the first report of horizontal gene transfer was the probable transfer of a retroviral sequence from Old World monkeys to a recent ancestor of domestic cats (Benveniste and Todaro 1974) . Evidence of this nature has continued to accumulate (Duesberg 1983 (Miller and Miller 1982) ] that was identified as a normally functioning mobile element performing as those elements do. Saigo and coworkers (1984; Emori et al. 1985) found that copia is homologous to vertebrate retroviruses, containing the homologous gag, pol, and env sequences. Also the Ty element of yeast was initially seen as a mobile genetic element whose subsequent characterization indicates extensive homology to vertebrate retroviruses Clare and Farabaugh 1985; Garfinkle et al. 1985; Hauber et al. 1985) . Conservation of the basic gene organization of these retrovirus-like elements might indicate some horizontal transmission of these sequences in the lineages leading to modern yeast, Drosophila, and vertebrates. These examples of transposable elements, with their ability to induce elaborate regulatory mutations (Syvanen 1984b )--now turning out to be closely related to viruses themselves--are important to the new evolutionary theory that incorporates horizontal gene flow.
Other kinds of mobile elements also appear to have experienced transfers across species boundaries. The P-element is found in modern populations of Drosophila melanogaster and is responsible for hybrid dysgenesis. This element appears to have been introduced into Drosophila rnelanogaster within the past 50 years and presumably came from a different species (Kidwell 1983) .
Possibly relevant to retrovirus-mediated horizontal gene transfer are the structures and inferred evolution of processed pseudogenes. Analyses by Miyata and Hayashida (1981) and Li et al. (1981) of evolutionary distances between pseudogenes and their functional counterparts have clearly shown that sites within pseudogenes evolve much more rapidly than do sites within the functional genes. In general, both the previous coding and synonymous sites within the pseudogene evolve at the same high rate, as would be expected if all functional constraint had been lost to the pseudogene. The mouse pseudo-c~-globin gene (called ffa3) behaves differently (Miyata and Yasuga 1981) . Apparently, for part of its history after splitting from the ancestral a-globin gene, ft,3 diverged under selection for a functional o~-globin protein. This behavior, as interpreted by these authors, indicates that after the duplication event, the pseudogene remained active for 7 million years (Myr), presumably through selection, after which the gene became dispensable. An interpretation I offer is that the original splitting event was not a gene duplication event within the species but rather reproductive isolation of the mouse's ancestor into two populations. Then, 7 Myr after divergence, a processed transcript from one group transposed into the ancestor of modern mice. According to this model, there is no need to postulate that the processed pseudogene retained activity after its formation. Other examples are possibly seen with the cytochrome-c pseudogenes in rat (Scarpulla et al. 1982; Scarpulla 1984 ). These workers isolated eight different clones from a phage lambda charon 4A rat genomic library that cross-hybridized with the yeast cytochrome-c gene. Four of these were either the rat cytochrome-c gene or closely related pseudogenes. However, the other four isolates hybridized only to the yeast gene (and not to that from rat) and the sequence of at least one appears to represent a highly diverged copy of a yeast-related gene in the rat genome. Finally, Gruskin et al. (1986) have proposed that the "reverse transcriptase calmodulin" gene from chicken [which was initially proposed to have evolved from a pseudogene (Stein et al. 1983 )] originated from a remotely related lineage.
Molecular Evolution
These examples may represent either rare occurrences or highly atypical DNA sequences. However, I would like to pursue the possibility that they are conspicuous examples of a more subtle and widespread phenomenon. A number of arguments have been presented suggesting that cross-species gene exchange may be frequent enough to be a major factor in speciation (Hartman 1976; Erwin and Valentine 1984) or macroevolutionary change (Reanney 1976; Syvanen 1985) . If these speculations turn out to be correct, then it seems probable that exchange of genetic information among different species should influence the rate at which homologous genes diverge from one another. I will assume in the following discussion that molecular evolution operates primarily through the fixation of neutral mutations (Kimura 1968) . In this discussion, "molecular evolution" refers to nucleotide substitutions that accumulate through real time for a given lineage. The term "molecular clock" will refer to the rate of divergence between contemporary species, which is the empirically determined molecular distance divided by two times the time of divergence.
The argument has been made that transfer of DNA sequences cannot be important because of the data base upon which molecular systematics and the molecular clock are based. This objection has been raised in particular with respect to the use of molecular data in the classification of bacteria (Sanderson 1976; Wilson et al. 1977; Ambler et al. 1979; Dickerson 1980; Woese et al. 1980) . That is, if different macromolecules yield the same phylogeny, then the occurrence of cross-species gene transfer must be unlikely. And, of course, the basic observation has been that different macromolecules yield roughly the same phylogenetic picture. However, this objection should not be a serious problem if crossspecies gene conversion events occur uniformly throughout an entire genome and if, furthermore, parts of genes, not entire genes, are the usual unit of conversion. That is, failure of the phylogenetic congruency test (Wilson et al. 1977) should not necessarily be a precondition for suspecting the occurrence of cross-species gene transfer.
Another problem for any hypothesis entertaining an extensive influence of cross-species gene exchange concerns the linearity of the molecular dock. If genes could cross species boundaries, it has been argued, then for any given protein, molecular distances versus time of divergence should scatter widely. One might predict that molecular distance for a pairwise comparison would depend on the last time a gene transferred between the two and not on the divergence time of their respective species. Even though this last supposition must be true if crossspecies gene transfer had occurred, I will show that the molecular clock data could still be linear.
Viral Host Range
One explanation for this concerns the transfer mechanism itself, i.e., the species host range of the viral vectors. In general very few viruses have the ability to infect highly unrelated species, though many have the ability to infect a number of closely related species. There appears to be a decreasing probability of cross-species viral infection with increasing evolutionary distance. This can be seen most clearly if we consider that group of viruses that are important in human disease (Table 1) . Considerable effort has been spent ascertaining the host ranges of these viruses. This information has been obtained either in efforts to find suitable laboratory conditions whereby the viruses can be prepared for study or vaccine production or in epidemiological studies during the search for disease reservoirs. The list of viruses can be considered a representative sampling of animal viruses at least for the purpose of gaining a rough picture of the host-range gradient; it is random in the sense that the sample was compiled independently of the question that I am illustrating. The percentages of these human viruses able to grow in monkeys, rodents, and chickens are 71%, 46%, and 12%, respectively.
Therefore, if each animal in nature is linked to its relatives through many viruses that display similar host-range gradients, then this would mean that an animal would have a higher probability of exchanging genes with a closely related species than with an unrelated species. The effect this would have on the molecular clock would be to slow it down, not scatter the data points. This effect slows down the rate of divergence, not the rate of evolution, because the clock is measured by comparing contemporary species, not ancestral with descendant species.
Coadaptation
In addition to the constraints imposed by viral host range to lateral gene flow, the problem ofcoadaptation should also impose constraints. The problem of coadaptation was first introduced by popu- (Fenner and White 1970; Evans 1976) . "Adapted" means that a variant can be isolated that grows on normally nonpermissive hosts. "Transformed" is the ability of a virus to induce oncogenic transformation upon infection lation geneticists and empirical evidence has been provided for it by molecular biologists working with hybrid phages (Furth and Yates 1978; Susskind and Botstein 1978) , from reversion studies of bacterial mutants (Ebright et al. 1985) , and from interspecific hybrids of the mammalian cytochrome chain (Ferguson-Miller et al. 1976; Osheroffet al. 1983 ). Coadaptation is seen with genes encoding proteins that physically interact with specific DNA sequences or with other proteins, and that are functionally constrained by their partner's primary sequences. The range of possible amino acid substitutions in such a protein will, in part, be determined by its partner's primary sequence and will in turn influence its partner. This will lead to codivergence of an interacting pair such that they continue to be coadapted with each other. Cann et al. (1984) have presented rate data directly supporting the notion that cytochrome-c and cytochrome oxidase coevolved. As a homologous pair diverges from its common ancestor, a point will be reached where transfer of a functional protein from one species to another will be forbidden. Thus, a coadapted protein would be expected to show continual divergence with time.
Proteins frequently cited as supporting a constant molecular clock hypothesis include cytochrome-c, a-globin, and t3-globin, all of which are physically complexed to other proteins. This can be contrasted with the superoxide dismutase clock, recently described by Lee et al. (1985) , which is grossly nonlinear. Superoxide dismutase is an enzyme that is involved in detoxifiying 02 radicals. As such it is a soluble cytoplasmic enzyme for which there is no evidence to suggest, nor reason to believe, that this enzyme specifically interacts with other proteins. Thus, superoxide dismutase from any one species is probably unconstrained to function in other organisms.
The Relative Rate Test
A constant rate of molecular evolution in many different lineages has been supported by the results of the relative rate test. One might argue from this that cross-species gene exchange cannot strongly in-fluence molecular evolution because, as I have just mentioned, the effect of cross-species gene exchange upon the molecular clock would be to slow it down for those species that are free to exchange genes, but would have no effect upon those that are not free to exchange (for example, should they be geographically isolated). However, there is no contradiction. If cross-species gene exchange is pervasive, it is the rate of divergence, not the actual rate of evolution, which is influenced.
This point can be illustrated if I describe the relative rate test that has been used to measure the uniform average rate and explai n how cross-species gene exchange would influence this test. The relative rate test (Sarich and Wilson 1967a) can be illustrated with the aid of the evolutionary tree in Fig. l a. If the rate of evolution in the four lineages is constant, then the distance of the outside standard C from D, E, and F should be the same. That is, the measured value of percent difference between C and D should be the same as C and E and C and F. Now let us imagine that the lineage leading to the reference species C is unable to exchange genes with the lineages on the right half of the figure (say because of geographical isolation) but that lineages BD and BE have this ability. As I mentioned above, if this situation were occurring, then species D and E would appear more closely related than would be expected by the tree in Fig. 1 a. But the question is: how would gene exchange between lineage BD and BE influence the rate of divergence from CA? The answer is: not at all. This would be equivalent to increasing the effective population sizes occupying either lineage BD or BE and, as Kimura (I 968) demonstrated when he provided a rational explanation for the molecular clock, population size simply does not influence the rate of fixation of neutral substitutions. Now let us further imagine that lineages BD and BE are isolated from BF. For the same reasons, AC will still equal ABD = ABE = ABF. However, D and E will appear closer to each other than either will to F. This is where convergence induced by cross-species gene transfer will be manifested. In fact, if the degree of differences between C, D, E, and F are used to construct the tree (where independent divergence is assumed), then a diagram like the one in Fig. lb will be obtained. To summarize, cross-species gene exchange would not be expected to affect the rate of evolution; rather, it may affect the rate of divergence.
We have seen that the relative rate test can be satisfied even if there is an influence of cross-species gene transfers occurring among the closely related species. This situation will prevail if the reference species (e.g., C in Fig. 1 ) is genetically isolated, either by restricted geography or by restricted viral host range. If the reference species and the two species under comparison occupy the same geographical range and are exchanging genetic information, we would expect to see occasional failure of the relative rate test.
Molecular Systematics
Now let it be granted that neither the general outline of the molecular clock nor satisfaction of the relative rate test precludes an influence of cross-species gene transfer. Of course, these points do not encourage belief in its occurrence, but I believe the formal possibility is sufficiently strong to urge restraint in using molecular data in evolutionary classifications. I will illustrate this point with three cases.
Apes
The first controversy produced by molecular systematics was on the divergence of hominoid primates-chimpanzee, human, gorilla, ~bbon, and orangutan. Paleontological evidence along with morphological comparisons had led to the notion of an adaptive radiation having occurred greater than about 15 Myr ago. When protein data were first presented, the divergence times were not only lowered, but human, gorilla, and chimpanzee were now considered to be much more closely related to each other than any were to the orangutan (Sarich and Wilson 1967b) .
Since the initial Sarich and Wilson (1967b) findings, their pattern has persisted with other biochemical clocks. For example, problems associated with protein clocks--functional constraint and coadaptation--should be obviated by one of the studies of the hominoid primates. Sibley and Ahlquist (1984) have used the technique of DNA-DNA hybridization with total single-copy DNA to compare the relatedness of hominoid primates. The Sibley and Ahlquist data, as seen with their relative rate tests, has high precision. In these studies chimpanzees and gorillas were seen to diverge from humans 6 and 8 Myr ago, respectively, whereas the divergence time of the orangutan from the others was assumed to be 13-16 Myr ago. The 16-Myr figure is based on the probable time when apes of Borneo became geographically isolated from the apes of Asia. It probably is not necessary to note that the lineages leading to human, chimpanzee, and gorilla most likely evolved in Africa (and presumably occupied overlapping ranges during their evolution), whereas the molecular data are calibrated using the geographically isolated orangutan. This is analogous to using molecular differences between C and D (Fig. 1) to calibrate the clock in order to measure the time of divergence between D and E. If cross-species gene exchange significantly affects the rate of divergence, then the type of distortion exemplified in Fig. l b may result. If so, it is formally possible that the hominoid apes did radiate during a single period as was formerly believed. In fact, if paleontological data can eventually resolve the divergent nodes of ape evolution, then we should be able, in this one case, actually to determine the rate of cross-species gene exchange.
Song Birds of Australia
Probably the most dramatic result from the Sibley and Ahlquist data concerns the relationships between the passerine songbirds of Australia. Sibley and Ahlquist (1983) found a number of birds on the Australian continent that showed greater DNA similarity among themselves than they did with birds from Eurasia, though morphological systematists had assigned these birds to families on the Eurasian continent. One case involved the Australo-Papuan scrub robins Drymodes that had been assigned, on the basis of similar structure, as close relatives of the Eurasian turdine thrushes of the muscicapid family. Sibley and Ahlquist (198 la) showed that the scrub robins have greater molecular similarity to an endemic Australasian group than to the turdine thrushes. The similarities of morphology between the Australian scrub robins and Eurasian thrushes are attributed to convergent evolution, and not to common descent. A similar case is provided by the Australasian sittellas. Based on gross structure, organismal biologists placed these birds as being closely related to the Eurasian nuthatches, whereas the Sibley and Ahlquist (1981b) data identify them with an Australian assemblage. Again we have cases where molecular systematics apparently conflicts with morphological systematics, and the conflict is of the kind that would be produced by cross-species gene exchange among each group of species at the two geographically isolated regions.
Mycoplasmas
Geographical isolation is not the only means for the total genetic isolation of a species. The mycoplasmas, a class of parasitic bacteria, may possibly have accomplished this by changing their molecular genetics. In the mycoplasmas, the codon UGA codes tryptophan, whereas this codon in the "universal" code is a translational stop sign (Yamao et al. 1985) . In addition, Ryan and Morowitz (1969) have shown that one of the mycoplasmas has fewer tRNA genes than do other organisms. This may mean that mycoplasmas may have lost some of the degenerate codons. These genetic code changes quite possibly may indicate that mycoplasmas participate less actively in universal gene exchange. Negative evidence in support of this possibility has been the failure to find drug resistance plasmids in mycoplasmas, even in those that have been the target of extensive antibiotic use.
These features of mycoplasmas are relevant to the present discussion because of a second unusual feature found in these organisms. Woese et al. (1985) have reported that ribosomal RNAs of the mycoplasmas are unlike those of almost all other bacteria. The ribosomal RNA sequences have not only drifted farther from other bacterial lines, but they also show an unusual degree of variation relative to one another. These authors interpret this result to indicate an elevated rate of neutral site evolution in mycoplasmas that is the result of an elevated spontaneous mutation rate. The elevated mutation rate is part of their hypothesis; it has yet to be measured. As I have stressed throughout this paper, rate of divergence does not necessarily equal the rate of evolution when we are comparing organisms that participate to differing degrees in universal gene exchange. Because mycoplasmas may have partially dropped out of universal gene exchange, I will offer the alternative interpretation. Bacterial ribosomal RNAs of the universal code are conserved, in part, by horizontal gene flow. A gene flow mechanism of the type I have described in the present paper would answer previous arguments against this hypothesis (Woese et al. 1980) . Because the mycoplasmas do not participate in this gene flow, their genes are free to diverge, constrained only by their function.
Conclusion
Molecular data may not be accurate in determining patterns of descent when two lineages are closely related and share the same geographical range because of the problem of cross-species polynucleotide transfer. One difficulty in accepting a pervasive influence of cross-species gene transfer, besides the entire notion being most strange, is the question of why such a transfer mechanism would exist in the first place. In this paper the discussion has dealt with molecular clock data, which probably reflect the fixation of neutral events through the action of stochastic processes. Evolution is more than this; it is also a progression of improved forms that are fixed by natural selection. As I have argued elsewhere, natural selection acting on many separate lineages could possibly act to select indirectly for the mechanism of cross-species gene transfer simply through the increase in the rate of acquisitive evolution such a process would effect (Syvanen 1985) . Since such a process would not be teleological, one would therefore expect it to act on neutral positions as well.
Addendum
Since this paper was written there have been three reports of unusually homologous genes between highly unrelated species that possibly constitute examples of gene transfers from eukaryores to bacteria. The prokaryotic genes involved are a glutamine synthetase II from Bradyrhizobiumjaponicum (Carlson and Chelm 1986) , a hemolysin transport protein from Escherichia coli (Gerlach et al. 1986) , and a self-processing intron from bacteriophage T4 (Michel and Dujon ! 986) . Another major incongruency between a minimal tree based on morphological characters and one based on protein sequences has been reported where the geographically isolated assemblages show much closer relatedness on the basis of sequence data than they do on the basis of morphological characters. This case involves the relationship of two lemur families to other African primates (Harris et al. 1986 ). In addition, Wyss et at. (1987) have defended the use of morphological data in tree construction by showing that in mammals, morphological character sets are not less consistent (as measured by the consistency index) than are protein sequences.
